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Cardinality Sketches



Reminder: Final Exam Scheduling

You can sign up now for the final exam

There are no extensions or make-ups for the final exam



Learning Objectives

Demonstrate the relationship between cardinality and similarity

Introduce the MinHash Sketch for set similarity detection

Introduce the concept of cardinality and cardinality estimation



Bloom Filters

Optimal accuracy when:

, number of hash functionsk
, expected number of insertionsn
, filter size in bitsm

h{1,2,3,...,k}A probabilistic data structure storing a set of values

Has three key properties: 

k* = ln 2 ⋅
m
n

Expected false positive rate: (1 − (1 −
1
m )
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)
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−nk
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Count-Min Sketch

, number of hash functionsk
, expected number of insertionsn
, filter size in registersm

A probabilistic data structure storing a set of values

Has four key properties: 

, number of bits per registerb

Minimal increase reduces overcounting by identifying collisions.
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h{1,2,3,...,k}

(Count returned by sketch)  (True count of the query)≥



The hidden problem with sketches…



Cardinality
Cardinality is a measure of how many unique items are in a set
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Cardinality
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Image: https://doi.org/10.1038/nature03597
Estimate: 60 billion — 130 trillion

Sometimes its not possible or realistic to count all objects!

https://doi.org/10.1038/nature03597


Cardinality Estimation

95

Imagine I fill a hat with numbered cards and draw one card out at random.

If I told you the value of the card was 95, what have we learned?



95

Imagine I fill a hat with a random subset of numbered cards from 0 to 999

If I told you that the minimum value was 95, what have we learned?

Cardinality Estimation



0 999

Imagine we have multiple sets (multiple minimums).

Cardinality Estimation



0 999

Let min = 95. Can we estimate , the cardinality of the set?N

95

Cardinality Estimation



Why do we care about “the hat problem”?

Cardinality Estimation



Why do we care about “the hat problem”?

Universe of card sets Key Value

m possible minima

Cardinality Estimation



Cardinality Estimation
Now imagine we have a SUHA hash  over a range .h m

0 m − 1

h(x)

Here a hash insert is equivalent to adding a card to our hat!

Now storing only the minimum hash value is a sketch!



Cardinality Sketch

0 1

Let  where each  is an 
independent random variable

M = min(X1, X2, . . . , XN) Xi ∈ [0, 1]

Claim: E[M] =
1

N + 1



0.962 0.328 0.771 0.952 0.923Attempt 1

0.253 0.839 0.327 0.655 0.491Attempt 2

0.134 0.580 0.364 0.743 0.931Attempt 3

N ≈
1
M

− 1Claim: E[M] =
1

N + 1

Cardinality Sketch



Claim: E[M] = Pr(XN+1 < min
1≤i≤N

Xi)

0 1

M = min
1≤i≤N

XiX1 X2 X3 XN XN+1
...Consider an  draw:N + 1

Cardinality Sketch



Claim: E[M] = Pr(XN+1 < min
1≤i≤N

Xi)

0 1

M = min
1≤i≤N

XiX1 X2 X3 XN XN+1
...Consider an  draw:N + 1

Ii = {1 if Xi < minj≠i Xj

0 otherwise

I1 I2 I3 IN IN+1

M

Pr (XN+1 < min
1≤i≤N

Xi) = E[IN+1] =
1

N + 1
= E[M]

Cardinality Sketch



The minimum hash is a valid sketch of a dataset but can we do better?

Cardinality Sketch

0 1



M1 M2 M3 Mk

Claim: Taking the -smallest hash value is a better sketch!kth

Cardinality Sketch

0 1

Claim: E[Mk] =
k

N + 1

...



Mk−1

Claim: Taking the -smallest hash value is a better sketch!kth

Cardinality Sketch

Claim: E[Mk] =
k

N + 1

= [E[M1] + (E[M2] − E[M1]) + . . . + (E[Mk] − E[Mk−1])] ⋅
1
k

M1 M2 M3 Mk...



Cardinality

True cardinality = 1,000



Cardinality

>Read 1 
ATGGTTAGAATTAAACCCGG 
TGCTAATAAACCUAGTGATG
>Read 2 
CGATAGCACAGGTAGATCC 
TACGTAGAGGTCATTAGCC
>Read 3 
TACGTAGAGGTCATTAGCCG 
TGCTAATAAACCUAGTGATG

Hash 0.253 0.839 0.327 0.655 0.491

Given any dataset and a SUHA hash function, we can estimate the 
number of unique items by tracking the minimum hash values.



Applied Cardinalities
Real-world 
Meaning

AGGCCACAGTGTATTATGACTG
|||||||||||  |||||||||
AGGCCACAGTGAGTTATGACTG

AAAAAAAAAAAGATGT-AAGTA
|||||||||||||||| |||||
AAAAAAAAAAAGATGTAAAGTA

GAGG--TCAGATTCACAGCCAC
||||  ||||||||||||||||
GAGGGGTCAGATTCACAGCCAC

Set similarities

J =
|A ∩ B |
|A ∪ B |

O =
|A ∩ B |

min( |A | , |B | )

Cardinalities

|A |
|B |

|A ∪ B |
|A ∩ B |



Set Similarity
How can we describe how similar two sets are?



Set Similarity
How can we describe how similar two sets are?



Set Similarity
To measure similarity of  & , we need both a measure of how 
similar the sets are but also the total size of both sets.

A B

J =
|A ∩ B |
|A ∪ B |

 is the Jaccard coefficientJ



|A ∩ B |
|A ∪ B |

=

|A ∩ B |
|A ∪ B |

=

0 <
|A ∩ B |
|A ∪ B |

< 1

0

1

Set Similarity



Similarity Sketches

But what do we do when we only have a sketch?

BA



A

B

Image inspired by: Ondov B, Starrett G, Sappington A, Kostic A, Koren S, Buck CB, Phillippy AM. Mash Screen: 
high-throughput sequence containment estimation for genome discovery. Genome Biol 20, 232 (2019)

Similarity Sketches

Imagine we have two datasets represented by their th minimum valuesk



A

B

Image inspired by: Ondov B, Starrett G, Sappington A, Kostic A, Koren S, Buck CB, Phillippy AM. Mash Screen: 
high-throughput sequence containment estimation for genome discovery. Genome Biol 20, 232 (2019)

Similarity Sketches

Claim: Under SUHA, set similarity can be estimated by sketch similarity!



The MinHash Sketch

The eight minimum hash values for sets A and B is a MinHash Sketch

3 7 8 11 15 17 22 23

2 3 6 7 9 11 17 23
A
B

0 8 16 24

...

Sketch A Sketch B

3 15
7 17
8 22
11 23

2 9
3 11
6 17
7 23

Let sets A and B be two arbitrary sets of at least 8 elements



To get similarity, we want to estimate  and …|A ∪ B | |A ∩ B |

3 7 8 11 15 17 22 23

2 3 6 7 9 11 17 23
A
B

0 8 16 24

...

3 15
7 17
8 22

11 23

2 9
3 11
6 17
7 23

∪ =

Sketch A Sketch B

The MinHash Sketch



To get similarity, we want to estimate  and …|A ∪ B | |A ∩ B |

3 7 8 11 15 17 22 23

2 3 6 7 9 11 17 23
A
B

0 8 16 24

...

3 15
7 17
8 22

11 23

2 9
3 11
6 17
7 23

∪ =
2 8
3 9
6 11
7 15

Sketch A Sketch B |A ∪ B |

The MinHash Sketch

Sketch of



To get similarity, we want to estimate  and …|A ∪ B | |A ∩ B |

3 7 8 11 15 17 22 23

2 3 6 7 9 11 17 23
A
B

0 8 16 24

...

3 15
7 17
8 22

11 23

2 9
3 11
6 17
7 23

∩ =

Sketch A Sketch B

The MinHash Sketch



Inclusion-Exclusion Principle

|A ∩ B | =



|A ∪ B |
2 8
3 9
6 11
7 15

2 9
3 11
6 17
7 23

Sketch A Sketch B
3 15
7 17
8 22

11 23

|A | + |B | − |A ∪ B |
|A ∪ B |

=
800/23−1 + 800/23−1 − 800/15−1

800/15−1

=
34.782 + 34.782 − 53.333 − 1

53.333 − 1
≈ 0.29

th minimum value (KMV) with , 
assuming hash range is integers in [0, 100):
k k = 8

The MinHash Sketch

Using inclusion-exclusion principle and KMV, we can estimate similarity!

Sketch of



Claim: Cardinality of the intersection can also be estimated directly!

|A ∪ B |
2 8
3 9
6 11
7 15

2 9
3 11
6 17
7 23

Sketch A Sketch B
3 15
7 17
8 22

11 23

Sketch of

The MinHash Sketch
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applied to document similarity20, image similarity22, sequence simi-
larity23–25 and metagenomic clustering26. The approach can also be 
viewed as a generalization of minimizers27. Briefly, to create a sketch 
for a DNA sequence, one must convert all k-mers (also known as, shin-
gles or q-grams) to integer fingerprints using multiple, randomized 
hash functions. For each hash function, only the minimum valued 
fingerprint, or min-mer, is retained. The collection of min-mers for 
a sequence makes the sketch (Fig. 1 and Online Methods). This local-
ity-sensitive hashing allows the Jaccard similarity of two k-mer sets 
to be estimated by simply computing the Hamming distance between 
their sketches. The resulting estimate is strongly correlated with the 
number of shared k-mers between two sequences (Supplementary 
Fig. 1). Because the sketches are comparatively small, this is a com-
putationally efficient technique for estimating similarity.

RESULTS
MinHash alignment filtering
MHAP uses MinHash sketches for efficient alignment filtering. The 
time required to hash, index, store and compare k-mers is propor-
tional to the sketch size, so it is preferable to keep sketches small. 
However, using fewer min-mers reduces the sensitivity of the filter. 
It is possible to use sketches an order of magnitude smaller than the 
input reads, while maintaining acceptable overlap detection accuracy 
(Fig. 2a,b). For human, using a small value of k (e.g., 10) increases the 
number of false matches found, so it is preferable to use the largest 
value of k that maintains sensitivity.

Specifically, 16-mers can effectively detect 2 kbp overlaps from  
10 kbp reads simulated from the human genome with an overlap error 
rate of 30%, so MHAP uses k = 16 by default (Fig. 2b, Supplementary 
Notes 1 and 2 and Online Methods). Sensitivity can be further 
improved by increasing the sketch size, which reduces the expected 
error of the Jaccard estimate (Supplementary Fig. 1). Additionally, 
because the error rate of an alignment is roughly additive in the 
error rate of the two reads, mapping high-error reads to a reference 
genome is easier than overlapping. For mapping 10 kbp reads to the 
human genome with a 15% error rate, a sketch of only ~150 16-mers 
is required to achieve over 80% sensitivity.

The efficiency of MHAP improves with increased read length. 
Figure 2c compares the total number of k-mers counted during 
MHAP overlapping with a direct approach that exactly measures the 
Jaccard similarity between two reads without using sketches. For a 

fixed number of total bases sequenced, and a minimum 20% overlap 
length, the relative number of min-mer comparisons performed by 
MHAP decays rapidly with increasing read length, because the com-
plexity is governed only by the sketch size (a constant) and the number 
of reads (which decreases for increasing read length; Supplementary 
Note 1 and Supplementary Table 1). Thus, the efficiency of MHAP 
is expected to improve with the increasing read length and accuracy 
of future long-read sequencing technologies.

MHAP overlapping performance
In addition to being fast, MHAP is also a highly sensitive overlap-
per. We evaluated the sensitivity and specificity of MHAP versus two 
other tools designed for SMRT reads, BLASR28 and DALIGNER29. 
BWA-MEM30, SNAP31 and RazerS32 were also evaluated, but current 
versions of these algorithms did not reliably detect noisy overlaps 
between all pairs of reads (Supplementary Note 3). The performance  
of MHAP, BLASR and DALIGNER was evaluated by comparing 
detected overlaps to true overlaps, which were inferred from map-
ping reads to reference genomes, and the tools were evaluated using 
multiple parameter settings and sequencing chemistries (Table 1, 
Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 and Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3 
and Online Methods).

MHAP sensitivity is tunable based on the size of k, the sketch size 
and the Jaccard similarity threshold. Based on the parameter sweep 
(Supplementary Table 2) and empirical assembly tests, two MHAP 
parameter settings (fast and sensitive) were chosen that balanced 
speed with accuracy (Table 1 and Supplementary Note 2). BLASR 
sensitivity is primarily affected by the bestn parameter, which con-
trols how many alignments are reported for each read. The HGAP15 
assembler sets bestn equal to the depth of sequencing coverage, but 
this can result in missed overlaps for repetitive genomes. BLASR 
runtime and sensitivity was highly genome-dependent and affected 
by sequence complexity and uneven replicon coverage (Table 1). 
Like BWA-MEM, BLASR was originally designed for mapping  
to a reference and is not ideally suited for overlapping all pairs  
of reads. In contrast, MHAP considers all possible alignments; it 
was consistently accurate across all genomes tested and an order of  
magnitude faster than BLASR at all levels of sensitivity 
(Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3).

Like MHAP, DALIGNER utilizes efficient k-mer matching to detect 
long-read overlaps. Although developed for the Dazzler assembler, 
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S1 : : S2

14 57 36

a

b

c

d
e

14 57 36 19
58 37 16 15
40 23 2 61
33 28 11 54
5 48 47 26

22 1 60 43
24 7 50 45
33 28 11 54
5 48 47 26

20 3 62 41
18 13 56 39

[ 5,    1,    6,    6 ]
Sketch (S2)

min-mers

36 19 14 57
18 13 56 39
11 54 33 28
44 27 6 49
49 44 27 6
5 48 47 26

22 1 60 43
24 7 50 45
35 30 9 52
13 56 39 18
54 33 28 11
27 6 49 44

[ 5,    1,    2,    15]
Sketch (S1)

J (S1, S2) ! 2/4 = 0.5

S1 :

S2 :

�1 �2 �3 �4 �1 �2 �3 �4

Figure 1 Rapid overlapping of noisy reads using MinHash sketches.  
(a) To create a MinHash sketch of a DNA sequence S, we first decomposed 
the sequence into its constituent k-mers. In the example shown, k = 3,  
resulting in 12 k-mers each for S1 and S2. (b) All k-mers are then 
converted to integer fingerprints by multiple hash functions. The number 
of hash functions determines the resulting sketch size H. Here, where  
H = 4, four independent hash sets are generated for each sequence 
('1…H). In MHAP, after the initial hash ('1), subsequent fingerprints are 
generated using an XORShift pseudo-random number generator ('2…H). 
The k-mer generating the minimum value for each hash is referred to as 
the min-mer for that hash. (c) The sketch of a sequence is composed 
of the ordered set of its H min-mer fingerprints, which is much smaller 
than the set of all k-mers. In this example, the sketches of S1 and S2 
share the same minimum fingerprints (underlined) for '1 and '2. (d) The 
fraction of entries shared between the sketches of two sequences S1 and 
S2 (0.5) serves as an estimate of their true Jaccard similarity (0.22), with 
the error bound controlled by H. In practice, H >> 4 is required to obtain 
accurate estimates. (e) If sufficient similarity is detected between two 
sketches, the shared min-mers (ACC and CCG in this case) are located 
in the original sequences and the median difference in their positions is 
computed to determine the overlap offset (0) for S1 and S2.

2) Multiple hash functions  
( Γ ) map kmers to values. 

1) Sequence decomposed 
into kmers

3) The smallest values for 
each hash function is chosen
4) The Jaccard similarity can 
be estimated by the overlap 
in the Minimum Hashes 
(MinHash) Assembling large genomes with single-molecule sequencing and locality-sensitive hashing 

Berlin et al (2015) Nature Biotechnology



MinHash in practice

Mash: fast genome and metagenome distance estimation using MinHash  
Ondov et al (2016) Genome Biology



Reviewing probabilistic data sketches

Does a specific object exist in my data?

How often is a specific object repeated in my data?

What sketch would I use for the following:

How many unique objects do I have in my set?

How similar are two datasets?



Bonus Slides (Taking it one step further…)

Bottom-k minhash has low accuracy if the cardinality of sets are skewed 

Ondov, Brian D., Gabriel J. Starrett, Anna Sappington, Aleksandra Kostic, Sergey Koren, 
Christopher B. Buck, and Adam M. Phillippy. Mash Screen: High-throughput sequence 
containment estimation for genome discovery. Genome biology 20.1 (2019): 1-13.



K-Hash Minhash

A

B

What if instead we used  different hashes and took the min each time?k

C

D



K-Partition Minhash

A

B

What if we instead took the minimum of k-partitions?



K-Partition Minhash

1010110101
0001111010
1101101011
1011010110
0101100000
0010001101

Hash

00
01111010
10001101

01

10

11

01100000

10110101
11010110

01101011

Partition



HyperLogLog

HLLInput items

11110011111100111111001111110011001 01001

110 00001...

...

Hash values
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...

Hash
Take
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Cardinality
Estimate
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~ 23

...

...
......

p q

... ...

... ...
Overall 

Estimate

Baker, Daniel et al. "Dashing: fast and accurate genomic distances with HyperLogLog." Genome biology 20.1 (2019): 1-12.


